Rigidity transition in two-dimensional random fiber networks.
Rigidity percolation is analyzed in two-dimensional random fibrous networks. The model consists of central forces between the adjacent crossing points of the fibers. Two strategies are used to incorporate rigidity: adding extra constraints between second-nearest crossing points with a probability p(sn), and "welding" individual crossing points by adding there four additional constraints with a probability p(weld), and thus fixing the angles between the fibers. These additional constraints will make the model rigid at a critical probability p(sn)=p(sn)(c) and p(weld)=p(weld)(c), respectively. Accurate estimates are given for the transition thresholds and for some of the associated critical exponents. The transition is found in both cases to be in the same universality class as that of the two-dimensional central-force rigidity percolation in diluted lattices.